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02  When choosing your letters, 
don’t worry too much about legibility. 
Choose interesting letterforms and 
unexpected shapes. We’re creating quite 
a dense image, and we want the viewer 
to engage with it and have fun working 
out what’s going on. That said, it’s best 
to choose heavyweight letters as they 
will stand up better to being filled and 
overlaid with collage elements.

01   Choose the 
word you want to base 
your collage around. You 
don’t want to have 
something that’s too long 
as it will over-complicate 
the collage. I’ve gone for 
‘Art’ as it gives me an 
interesting basis for 
choosing images to use. 
Now start choosing a mix 
of typefaces for your 
letters in Illustrator.

03  Convert your text to outlines 
(Ctrl/Cmd+Shift+O), ungroup them then 
resize your letters so that they’re all the 
same cap height. Even though we’re 
arranging the type freely, the letters 
need to look as though they’re a similar 
scale. Turning on Smart Guides (Ctrl/
Cmd+U) helps with this.

Photoshop and Illustrator 
CS3 or later

Master 
freeform 
typocollage 

Text and collage 
make great bedfellows.  
Tom Sewell shows how to 
use them to build your 
own striking composition
 During this tutorial, you will produce a freeform collage 
based around a bold typographic centrepiece. The strong, 
hard-edged type will provide you with a solid basis to compose the 
more fluid images around, together creating interesting and 
unexpected compositions.
 We’re going to use Illustrator to select and create our 
type, then we’ll take that into Photoshop, cut all our images out, 
then put the whole thing together. I’ll show you some simple tricks 
to make cutting things out in Photoshop easy, and we’ll do some 
composition and colour work to finish the piece off. This kind of fluid 
collage style is something I’ve tried to develop over my time as a 
designer; it has most recently been used on a series of flyers I 
produced for Ministry of Sound whilst working at Studio Output.
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04  Open a new document in Photoshop at A3 size at 300dpi, in RGB colour 
space. Copy your type from Illustrator letter by letter, and paste it into your Photoshop 
document as pixels rather than as a Smart Object. Now lay out your type.
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10  When you’re done, click out of Quick Mask mode and 
there will be a Marquee selection surrounding your image 
where the red was. Simply click the ‘Add Layer Mask’ button on 
your Layers palette, and the background will be masked out.

11  If you click on the Layer Mask (the box to the right on your layer) you can 
paint the mask in and out using the Brush tool – black paints out and white paints in. 
Once you’re happy with the cutout job, simply press Delete whilst on your mask and 
then click Apply on the dialog box that pops up.
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08  Due to tonal differences, you might have some white areas in your image 
– just paint these in with black until you have a silhouette. Now just Ctrl/Cmd+click 
the RGB layer on your Channels palette and it’ll give you a Marquee selection around 
your image. Invert this selection (Ctrl/Cmd+Shift+I), select your original layer then 
click the ‘Add Layer Mask’ button at the bottom of your Layers palette.

09  Another way to cut your images out is by using Quick 
Mask mode. Click the ‘Edit in Quick Mask mode’ button at the 
bottom of your toolbar (or you can press ‘Q’). In this mode you 
can use the Brush tool to paint a transparent red mask 
carefully around the edges of your image.

06  Your images should relate to your text. I’ve 
gone for images of Greek sculpture, as they’ll give me 
some good shapes to work with. I’ve also got some 
images of liquid splashes, which I think look good. 
You now need to cut your images out one by one. 
There are a couple of quick ways you can do this...

07  If your image is on a white or a very light 
background, simply duplicate your image layer then 
take all the saturation out of it (Image>Adjustments> 
Hue/Saturation) so that you’re left with a greyscale 
image. Now push the levels (Image>Adjustments> 
Levels) so that your image is black and your 
background is white.
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05  You’ll need to source a load of 
elements for your collage. For this piece, 
I source my images from one of the 
many free stock image libraries on the 
internet. The images are often not of the 
best quality, but as we’re cutting them 
out, treating and colouring them, that’s 
not a problem.
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12  Once you’ve cut out all your elements, 
create your composition around and within your 
letters. Mask off bits of your letters and drop your 
cutout pictures into them – have pieces coming out 
at weird angles and other pieces overlapping. 
Experiment until you’re happy it looks good.

13  Create a mask of your whole image by 
selecting all your layers, duplicating them and then 
merging your duplicated layers. Ctrl/Cmd+click this 
merged layer to select it and put a Marquee round it. 
Create a new layer above this one and, with this new 
layer selected, fill it with a solid colour or gradient of 
your choice (Edit>Fill>Colour).

14  If you set the colour layer to ‘Difference’ from the drop-down menu at the top of the Layers palette, 
it will give you a solarised effect over your whole image. It’s worth playing around with the colour of the overlay 
and your elements underneath by using the Hue slider.

15  With solarising, 
some of your image might 
look too inverted. That’s 
easily solved by inverting 
elements in your collage 
underneath the colour layer. 
There’s likely to be a few 
loose pixels and rough edges 
after you’ve finished things, 
so zoom right in and go 
around the edges of your 
image to tidy things up if 
you need to.
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 Master freeform typocollage 

Tom Sewell
The multi-talented 
freelancer picks his 
portfolio highlights

Visual CV
In pictures: a guide to 

the career and work of 

our Technique writers

‘Ministry Hands’ 
– June 2009
A collage 
produced for 
Ministry of 
Sound, 
attempting to 
illustrate purging 
the body of 
intoxicants after 
a night out.

‘Skull’ poster – 
August 2008
This silver metallic 
printed 
promotional poster 
is a celebration of 
sex and death (and 
Photoshop).

Ministry of 
Sound quotes 
– September 2009
The images that 
inspired this tutorial: 
heavily treated 
images of the 
denizens of 
Ministry of Sound 
revelling amongst 
bombastic slogans.

‘Mirrors’ – 
December 2009
A model leaping 
around in front of a 
set made of mirrors, 
all composited 
together to create an 
image of impossible 
reflections.

Ministry of 
Sound masks 
– February 2009
A bunch of papier 
maché masks, heavy 
snow, some very cold 
models and a 
roundabout. Another 
image produced for 
Ministry of Sound.
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